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Developing each individual’s learning potential is our goal. After participating in our Learning Success programs, students, parents and teachers have made extremely positive comments about the development of academic skills, social interactions and personal confidence. Although each individual program is dynamic and unique, the Haughton Learning Center teachers continuously check the seven components we believe are essential for Learning Success.

1. Caring and commitment by all team members. This means active thinking, high energy and responsible action.
2. Essential pinpoints, tool skills which enhance all learning, must be fluent (within successful adult performance ranges).
3. All curriculum stated as Learning Outcomes, with a framework of tool, basic and advance skills.
4. Both performance and learning are measured using the Standard Celeration Chart, which provides clear communication and immediate feedback to the educational team.
5. Fluency levels on all Learning Outcomes to insure retention, endurance and application of skills and knowledge.
6. Multi-channel planning and practice using the Learning Matrix.
7. Student involvement - include: personal aims, curriculum options and shared decision making - remember, The Child Knows Best.

Amazing discoveries will occur when you identify the essential pinpoints, practice efficiently, measure continuously and chart on a Standard Celeration Chart.

Director of the Haughton Learning Center, Elizabeth Haughton and her sister, Curriculum Director, Gina Freeman, are both learning specialists. Their Center is located at 3166 Jefferson Street, Napa, CA 94558. They can be reached at (707) 224-8863. Dr. Carl Binder is President of Precision Teaching and Management Systems, Inc., Nonantum, MA.